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paper 
Cherry Cobbler Cardstock - #119685 
Gold Foil Paper - #132622 
Very Vanilla Cardstock - #101650 
 
accessories/adhesives/stamp pads/scissors 
Multipurpose Liquid Glue - #110755 
Stampin’ Seal Adhesive - #152813 
Stampin’ Dimensionals - #104430 
Mini Glue Dots - #103683 
Bumble Bee Pad - #153116 
Cajun Craze Ink Pad - #147085 
Cherry Cobbler Ink Pad - #147083 
Cinnamon Cider Ink Pad - #153114 
Paper Trimmer - #152392 
2 ¼” Circle Punch - #143720 
Layering Circles Dies - #151770 (use a machine that cuts) 
Acorn Trinkets - #153552 
Linen Thread - #104199 
Paper Snips - #103579 
 
stamp sets 
Gather Together - #150589 
Beautiful Autumn - #153450 (bundle price is 10% off; you get the punch + stamp set = #155189) 
 
Directions 

• Candle from a local $ store. These had brass lids so I decided to put all warm colors on the lid. 

• Cherry Cobbler Cardstock – punch a circle using the 2 ¼” Circle Punch. Adhere to the top of the lid. 

• Gold Foil Paper – use the scallop die that is approximately 1 7/8” to cut a circle. 

• Very Vanilla Cardstock – 2” square, stamp the saying in Cinnamon Cider Ink. Die cut with the circle that is 
a bit smaller than the scallop circle. Stamp some of the little dots in Cinnamon Cider Ink around the 
edges (stamp off once to lighten the color). 



• Adhere the 2 circles together and adhere to the Cherry Cobbler Cardstock circle using Stampin’ 
Dimensionals. 

• Stamp leaves and pinecones using all the various colors. Use the punches to punch them out. You will 
need to fussy cut the pinecones. Adhere all to the circle. 

• Tie a length of Linen Thread through an acorn and adhere to the circle using Mini Glue Dots. 
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